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abstract: donald trump has based his Foreign Policy in the area of international trade on 
two main objectives. the first one seeks to promote “fair trade” in order to bring down trade 
deficits, restore reciprocity and balance in the trade relations of the united states with its trad-
ing partners and defend american commercial interests against and/or beyond other coun-
tries interests. on the second place, trump´s Foreign Policy intends to stop the de-location 
of productive activities from the united states and create new jobs to foster a strong and 
growing domestic economy. the concrete fulfilment of these objectives have shaken deeply 
the most central foundations of International trade Law: a normative system build after the 
second World War to give legal basis and regulate the economic relations between states in the 
new international liberal order. In the first place, trump´s Foreign Policy´s neo-protectionism 
represents a frontal attack on free trade, as a dominant paradigm of International trade Law. 
In the second place, the avowed bilateralism of this Policy is the exact opposite of the multi-
lateralism, promoted by the norms and institutions of International trade Law. Both neo-pro-
tectionism and bilateralism manifest a broader crisis of states’ cooperation in the Post-World 
War II international liberal order. 
Key words: united states’ Foreign Policy, neo-Protectionism, Bilateralism, International 
trade Law.

resumen: donald trump ha orientado su política exterior hacia dos objetivos económicos 
principales en materia de comercio exterior. el primero consiste en luchar por un fair trade 
que reequilibre la relación comercial de estados unidos con sus socios comerciales, a través 
de una lógica que privilegie a los intereses estadounidenses por encima de la búsqueda de 
intereses comunes. en virtud del segundo objetivo se busca frenar la des-localización de activi-
dades productivas de estados unidos para impulsar la creación de nuevos empleos y estimular 
el crecimiento de la economía interna. estos dos objetivos de la política exterior de trump 
han sacudido profundamente los pilares más fundamentales del derecho del comercio inter-
nacional: un conjunto normativo, construido después de la segunda guerra Mundial para dar 
sustento jurídico a las relaciones económicas del nuevo orden internacional liberal. en primer 
lugar, el neoproteccionismo de la política exterior de trump constituye una contestación fron-
tal del libre comercio como paradigma dominante del derecho del comercio internacional. en 
segundo lugar, el confirmado bilateralismo de dicha política es el exacto opuesto del multi-
lateralismo, promovido por las normas e instituciones de la regulación jurídica del comercio 
internacional. tanto el neoproteccionismo como el bilateralismo manifiestan la existencia 
de una crisis más profunda de la cooperación entre estados en el orden internacional liberal de 
la posguerra.
Palabras clave: política exterior de estados unidos, neo-proteccionismo, bilateralismo, 
derecho del comercio internacional.
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I. introduction

since his arrival at the White House, donald trump has favored a more ac-
tive intervention of his government in the volume and level of the united 
states´ trade exchanges with the rest of the world. In many of his public 
statements, trump blamed his trade partners of “taking advantage” of his 
country by “huge trade deficits”, depredatory and unfair trade practices. 
the american union´s “horrible deals” with states that “aren´t paying their 
bills” would have transformed it, on its detriment, in the “world´s major 
consumer”.

trump has criticized, in the first place, the negative effects of these deals 
on the american economy and, especially, on the social and material well-
being of its people. His political discourse on this point is matching with the 
profile of his major voters: white men without studies from the “rust Belt” 
region: the industrial “heart” of the united states, composed by the states 
of Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, ohio and Minnesota. the de-loca-
tion of many fabrics, which gave them, jobs for generations and their instal-
lation in developing countries, abundant in low-wage workers have been 
one of the principal subjects of trump´s presidential campaign.1 since then, 
trump promised to workers assembled in Indianapolis that “companies are 
not going to leave the united states anymore without consequences.” after 
the elections, in his inauguration speech, he mentioned “the forgotten men 
and women of our country” and reassured them that they “will be forgotten 
no longer”.

using the neo-protectionist, mercantilist and nationalist slogans “America 
First” and “Make America Great Again”, trump has based his Foreign Policy in 
the area of international trade on two main objectives. the first one seeks to 
promote “fair trade” in order to bring down trade deficits, restore reciproc-
ity and balance in the trade relations of the united states with its trading 
partners and defend american commercial interests against and/or beyond 
other countries interests (“America First”). on the second place, trump´s 

1  conesa elsa, “trump et les oubliés de la rust Belt”, Les Echos, 17 Mai 2017, à 18h27, 
avalaible at: https://www.lesechos.fr/17/05/2017/lesechos.fr/0212101931369_trump-et-les-
oublies-de-la-rust-belt.htm.
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Foreign Policy intends to stop the de-location of productive activities from 
the united states and create new jobs to foster a strong and growing do-
mestic economy (“Make America Great Again”).2 

the concrete fulfilment of these objectives has shaken deeply the most 
central foundations of International trade Law: a normative system build 
after the second World War to give legal basis and regulate the economic 
relations between states in the new international liberal order. Internation-
al trade Law was to bring legal security and predictability to international 
trade exchanges and the united states was his original architect and his 
“best student”. nowadays, we are facing a dramatic scenario in which the 
“creator” is attacking his own “creature”. 

this essay will study the consequences of trump’s Foreign Policy on the 
norms and institutions of International trade Law and will try to demon-
strate that it creates serious risks for the effective function of this special-
ized branch of International Law. In the first place, trump’s Foreign Policy´s 
neo-protectionism represents a frontal attack on free trade, as a dominant 
paradigm of International trade Law. In the second place, the bilateralism 
of this Policy is the exact opposite of the multilateralism, promoted by the 
norms and institutions of International trade Law.

II. free trade in international law vs neo-Protectionism

 in trumP´s foreign Policy

Free trade has been the economic foundation of the legal norms and institu-
tions of International trade Law since the end of the second World War. the 
international trade theory demonstrated scientifically that protectionism is 
not an optimal international trade policy, as tariffs, export subsidies and im-

2  In his official trade Policy agenda for 2017, trump´s government explains, “the over-
arching purpose of our trade policy —the guiding principle behind all of our actions in this 
key area— will be to expand trade in a way that is freer and fairer for all americans. every 
action we take with respect to trade will be designed to increase our economic growth, 
promote job creation in the united states, promote reciprocity with our trading partners, 
strengthen our manufacturing base and our ability to defend ourselves, and expand our ag-
ricultural and services industry exports”, ustr, Trade Policy Agenda and 2016 Annual Report, 
Washington, office of the united states trade representative, 2017, p. 1.
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port quotes on trade in goods cause market distortions and negatively affect 
production and consumption. there was a consensus to consider that the 
suppression of barriers to free trade guarantee a more efficient resource al-
location, better possibilities for innovation (learning-by-doing) and research 
and development (R&D). Free trade and global integration of markets was 
supposed to achieve, per se, a growth of the productivity and competitive-
ness of the export sectors of national economies. consequently, the gen-
eral level of productivity of domestic economies would grow and countries 
could reach a major economic development and a better social wellbeing 
and quality of life for their citizens. 

the beliefs in the predictions of the conventional trade theory justified 
the adoption, on the international scale, of rules, specifically designed to 
give legal support to the process of international commercial liberalization. 
since the second World War, states members of the international commu-
nity began to conclude international trade agreements, in order to liberal-
ize trade in goods and services, remove trade barriers and provide market 
access, based on reciprocity and effectiveness. the fulminant proliferation 
of these agreements, at the regional, inter-regional, intra-regional and uni-
versal level, has created the image of a “spaghetti bowl”, to use the famous 
expression of american economist Jagdish Bhagwati.3 In fact, if in1995, 
there were no more than 100 free trade agreements, at present; Wto has 
registered 320 international commercial treaties, concluded between its 
member states.4 every country has now signed at least one free trade agree-
ment with the rest of the world. International trade agreements classically 
cover commercial liberalization of trade in goods and services, through the 
suppression of tariff and no tariff barriers to trade, but there are “last gen-
eration” trade agreements that also include legal regulations on “trade re-
lated measures” (trade and environment, trade and small and medium sized 
enterprises, trade and investment, electronic trade, trade and competition, 
etcetera). the sophistication of free trade promotion by international trea-

3  Bhagwati, Jagdish, y Panagariya, arvind, “the theory of Preferential trade agreements: 
Historical evolution and current trends”, The American Economic Review, vol. 86, 1996, pp. 
82-87; Baldwin, richard, Multilateralizing Regionalism. Challenges for the Global Trading System, 
cambridge, World trade organization, 2009.

4   “acuerdos comerciales regionales y arreglos comerciales preferenciales” Organización 
Mundial del Comercio, 2019, avalaible in: https://www.wto.org/spanish/tratop_s/region_s/rta_
pta_s.htm.
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ties can now represent an extensive volume of disposals, which oscillates 
between 500 and 1500 pages for each agreement.

Free trade and its corollary- international investment- also supported 
the creation of many international interstate organizations, owing inter-
national legal personality and competent to regulate many aspects of the 
international economic activities. the International Monetary Fund, the 
World Bank, the International center for settlement of Investment dis-
putes, the large number of regional organizations for economic integra-
tion (for example, the european union, the african union, the caribbean 
community, the union of south american nations or the eurasian eco-
nomic community) as well as the World trade organization (Wto), “in-
stitutionalized” the international interstate cooperation on trade matters. 
the missions granted to these organizations by their member states refer 
to different aspects of international trade regulation. one of the two Bret-
ton Woods “twins” institutions- the International Monetary Fund- received 
competences to control the stability of the exchange rates in the interna-
tional monetary and financial relations, as the operations in this field are 
critical for the achievement of free trade objectives. additionally, through 
the “Washington consensus”, both the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Bank were able to prepare and/or impose the structural reforms 
needed to adapt their member states domestic economies to the require-
ments of the trade liberalization. the International center for settlement 
of Investment disputes was to grant legal security and protect the inter-
ests of investors (natural or legal persons) against some political risks in 
the “host state”. the organizations for regional economic integration were 
to guarantee and expand free trade between its members, on the regional 
level, and Wto was to secure states free trade commitments on the multi-
lateral or universal scale.

the free trade paradigm promoted the development of new mechanism 
as well of international dispute settlement. the states granted the respon-
sibility to interpret and apply International trade Law´s rules to many ju-
dicial or quasi-judicial bodies with regional and universal jurisdiction. the 
dispute settlement Body of the World trade organization, the tribunal of 
Justice of the european union, the caribbean court of Justice, the court 
of Justice of the andean community or the development of international 
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commercial arbitration are some few examples of the ongoing process of 
“judicialization” of International trade Law.5 

this body of legal rules, institutions, dispute settlement mechanisms and 
their free trade paradigm organized the core of economic relations between 
states during the second half of the 20th century. However, in the begin-
ning of the 21st century, the liberal foundation of International trade Law 
seems to suffer a deep crisis. the 2008 economic and financial crisis and 
the fall-down of the sky-high home prices in the united states marked the 
“beginning of the end” of free trade as states exclusive commercial policy. 
In this regard, trump´s Foreign Policy is not a major cause, but a simple 
consequence of the exhaustion of commercial liberalization as a paradigm 
of International trade Law. trump is just a new and strong voice of many 
old problems of free trade in International Law.

the first obvious failure of commercial liberalization in International 
trade Law has to deal with the elimination of trade barriers and the free 
access to domestic markets. In fact, the rules and principles of Interna-
tional trade Law have focused on the elimination of both tariff and non- 
tariff barriers. However, the only real success of International trade Law 
has been the suppression of tariff barriers to trade. the global trade is now 
“duty free”. nevertheless, so far, International trade Law has been unable 
to reach an optimal regulation and/or elimination of no-tariff barriers and 
their persistent proliferation is the major cause of trade disruptions and ob-
structions in many domestic markets. states still use thefts of trade secrets, 
sanitary and phytosanitary measures, technical barriers (especially in trade 
in services) and currency practices (such as depredatory devaluations) as 
trade restriction tactics. countries have increased their level of “creativity” 
in the no-tariff barriers field and have affected unfairly the competitiveness 
of many export sectors in developing and developed countries. Wto’s and 
other bilateral and plurilateral free trade agreements include rules on no-
tariff trade barriers but their effective implementation in domestic policies 
has faced many political obstacles and protectionist “instincts” on behalf of 
states’ governments.

5  Petrova georgieva, virdzhiniya, “La «judicialización»: una nueva característica del or-
den jurídico internacional”, Anuario Mexicano de Derecho Internacional, vol. Xv, January-de-
cember 2015.
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on the second place, the positive effects of “economic liberalism through 
International Law” on trade growth are not at any doubt.  trade devel-
opment as result of the integration of labor, capital, goods and services 
markets (by legal means) has been exponential since 1950. However, the 
positive effects of free trade in International Law on general economic de-
velopment of the countries and on the social well-being of their nations are 
less obvious. recent studies show that trade liberalization has not operated 
under the logic “win-win” and has created many “losers”, not only between 
states in their trade exchange relations, but also between their own citi-
zens. Indeed, free trade has caused harms to the non- qualified workers of 
the developed countries, exposing them to the “unfair” competition of the 
developing economies and their abundance of cheap labor. on the other 
hand, the workers in the developing states suffer “labor exploitation” and 
miserable salaries, which are the only way to preserve the competitiveness 
of their national exports.6 Finally, the workers in the agriculture- in many 
occasions, the most important sector of the domestic economies of devel-
oping countries, have been unable to compete with the export subsidies 
programs of the developed states. the de-location of productive activities 
and the inequality of the internal and international distribution of the ben-
efits and economic rents, generated by free trade, has questioned its ability 
to drive national economies to further development. In other words, trade 
liberalization has not been an engine of growth for all.7

Beside these failures, all the governments of the united states (demo-
crats and republicans) have defended and promoted american leadership 
in international free trade since the end of the second World War. Partly 
because trade liberalization was the best strategy of american multination-
al companies to get market access all around the world, and because free 
trade was seen by american governments as a tool to maintain interna-
tional peace and security through economic development. 

However, the vision of multinational companies and the united states 
governments soon stood away from the opinion of large number of ameri-
can citizens, who felt disappointed by free trade promises and harmed 
by its “perverse” effects. How can you convince a worker from the “rust 

6  siroen, Jean-Marc, “L’oMc: une institution en crise”, Alternatives Économiques, no. 240, 
2008, p. 249.

7  Idem.
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Belt” who wins 25 dollars per hour that he must compete with a Mexican 
worker who wins 7 dollars per day? How do you make him sure that free 
trade is good, if it has made him lose his job?8 the lack of valid responses to 
these rhetorical questions brought to the Presidency of the united states a 
populist politician like trump.

trump´s Foreign Policy takes account of the demands of the non- quali-
fied american workers and contains severe critics to free trade promotion 
in International trade Law. For trump´s administration there are two prin-
cipal present challenges to the promotion of commercial liberalization by 
the rules and institutions of International trade Law. the first one must deal 
with countries that are not pursuing free trade principles in their domestic 
policies. In fact, one of trump’s Foreign trade Policy´s objective is “to use 
leverage to open trade markets”, because “the Wto rules, and those of 
some bilateral and plurilateral trade agreements, are often written with the 
implicit understanding that countries implementing those rules are pursu-
ing free-market principles”. the second major concern of the trump ad-
ministration about the promotion of free trade by International Law is the 
lack of transparence of many countries’ domestic regulations and the use of 
opaque legal rules as a de facto no-tariff trade barrier.9 

 as response to free trade failures in International Law, trump´s Foreign 
Policy offers a “more aggressive approach”, based on a neo-protectionism 
in some strategic sectors of the united states´ economy.10 this neo-pro-
tectionism seeks to “encourage other countries to give u.s. producers fair 

8  trump et les oublié de la rust Belt, op. cit.
9  In trump´s opinion, “the second challenge is that Wto rules, and those of bilateral 

and plurilateral trade agreements, are often written with the implicit understanding that 
countries implementing those rules have functional legal and regulatory systems that are 
transparent. In practice, transparent systems are critical to the functioning of trade rules 
because transparency enables stakeholders and governments to understand the rules of the 
road and prepare effective diplomatic or legal challenges to those rules when they are not in 
conformity with international obligations. once again, the world in which we find ourselves 
is one in which there are a number of important players whose legal and regulatory systems 
are not sufficiently transparent. these countries make it difficult for the global trading system 
to hold them accountable. the inability of the system to hold those countries accountable in 
turn leads to a loss of confidence in the system”, ustr, Trade Policy Agenda and 2016 Annual 
Report…, cit., p. 5.

10  Idem.
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and reciprocal access to their markets”11 and relies on the use of the most 
classical tool of this international trade policy: the tariffs.

In this sense, since the beginning of 2018, trump imposed tariffs for 25% 
on the import of steel and aluminum to the united states. It´s not a big sur-
prise that he chooses precisely these two sectors to impose barriers on free 
trade. the united states was, during the 20th century, the major producer 
of steel and aluminum and its siderurgy- a symbol of american economic 
power. Both metals have strategic value for domestic economies as they 
serve for the fabrication of many products and weapons and trump´s deci-
sion12 to protect american producers by the imposition of tariffs in trade, 
thus, obeys to national security reasons.13 trump´s neo-protectionist For-
eign Policy would use tariffs to create trade barriers for many more types 
of goods and Mexico´s secretary of economy, Ildefonso guajardo, has even 
suggested that the trump administration means to impose tariffs for 30% 
on the import of cars and auto parts.

trump´s indiscriminate use of tariffs have led the entire world in a global 
“trade war”.14 In effect, all the states affected by those measures replied to 
trump’s neo-protectionist Foreign Policy by taking trade countermeasures 
and imposing additional duties on a number of imports from the united 
states. In the beginning of June 2018, Mexico and canada suspended the 
tariff preferential treatment to many products of the united states. china 
did the same and notified to the World trade organization the imposition 
of additional duties of 15 and 25% to imports from the united states (es-
pecially on agricultural products). In June 2018, the european union´s au-
thorities expressed that the united states left them no other choice “but to 
proceed… with the imposition of additional duties on a number of imports 
from the us” in order to “defend the union’s interests, in full compliance 

11  Idem.
12  “acier et aluminium: pourquoi de nouveaux droits de douane au nom de la sécurité 

nationale”, France 24, Publié le  09/03/2018 - 17:47 Modifié le : 09/03/2018 - 20:14, avail-
able at:  https://www.france24.com/fr/20180309-acier-aluminium-douane-protectionnisme-secur-
ite-nationale-trump-omc-regle.

13  the tariffs on aluminum and steel imports applied to every country, except Mexico 
and canada. the exemption of both governments was conditioned on the re-negotiation of 
naFta and the tariffs were finally imposed to them since the end of May 2018. 

14  “trade wars, trump tariffs and protectionism explained”, BBC News, 10 May 2019, ava-
laible in: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-43512098.
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with International trade Law”.15 Many other smaller countries and russia 
adopted trade countermeasures against the united states’ neo-protec-
tionism.

From an economic point of view, it is clear that trump’s neo-protectionist 
Foreign Policy will produce more losses that gains for the american econo-
my. tariffs will increase the price of bringing goods to the united states and 
this will increase automatically the price of the imported products in the 
domestic market. the higher prices will cause a major supply and a lower 
demand for the imported goods (economic law of supply and demand) and 
a consequent reduction of the general number of imports to the united 
states. the national producers of the imports, imposed with duties, will win 
(in economic terms, their “producer surplus” will increase), as the tariffs 
protect them from the lower prices of the imports, in a free trade scenario. 
nevertheless, the consumers of the imported goods, subject to tariffs, will 
lose (their “consumer surplus” will be reduced), as they will have to pay a 
higher price for the imported goods and will spend more money on less va-
riety of products, with a presumable worst quality. additionally, the coun-
termeasures adopted by many other states harm the american producers, 
as they restrict their free access to foreign markets. Many producers, even 
from the “rust Belt”, have already expressed, through their representatives 
in the congress, their concern about the negative consequences of trump´s 
Foreign Policy on their economic activities.16

In the global level, trump´s neo-protectionism will necessarily bring 
down the level of trade transactions and will provoke a retraction in in-
ternational economy and domestic economic growth. as Wto director, 
ricardo azevedo, preconizes: “We would see a reduction of global trade by 
around 17%. this would cause a very significant slowdown in gdP growth, 
and bring major disruptions for workers, firms, and communities as they 
adjust to this new reality. Potentially millions of workers would need to 

15  “european commission reacts to the us restrictions on steel and aluminium affecting 
the eu”, European Commission, Brussels, 31 May 2018, available at: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/
doclib/press/index.cfm?id=1851.

16  davenport, coral and swanson, ana, “How trump’s Policy decisions undermine the 
Industries He Pledged to Help”, The New York Times, July 4, 2018, available at: https://www.
nytimes.com/2018/07/04/climate/trump-industry-policy-consequences.html.
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find new jobs; firms would be looking for new products and markets; and 
communities for new sources of growth”.17

In a legal perspective, trump´s neo-protectionist tariffs violate many 
rules and principles of International trade Law. the abrupt increase in the 
tariffs is a direct and clear violation of rules established since the entry in 
force of the general agreement on trade and tariffs (gatt). In effect, 
trade practices in 1930 showed that states used the elevation of their tariff 
protection level as a simple negotiation strategy, aiming to put pressure 
on their trading partners and make them accept conditions that are more 
favorable for state´s economic interests. In consequence, gatt´s rules in-
cluded a general prohibition of the sudden tariff elevation and created a 
system of consolidated and stabilized tariffs level, consistent with states 
commitments to eliminate trade barriers.18 In fact, the tariff concessions of 
Wto member states figure in legal documents called “schedules of con-
cessions’’, which record members’ specific commitments on tariffs and 
other concessions. these schedules thus provide security and predictability 
of market access for goods.19  Wto rules allow states to modify and rene-
gotiate their tariff schedules under some restrictive conditions laid down in 
Wto law.20 However, they can´t misapply their schedules without previous 

17  dg roberto azevêdo, “dg azevêdo: we must turn the crisis of multilateralism into 
an opportunity to strengthen it”, World Trade Organization, 16 november 2018, avalaible at: 
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/spra_e/spra246_e.htm.

18  Bown, chad et al., “Multilateral or bilateral trade deals. Lessons from history”, Economics 
and Policy in the Age of Trump, ed. center for economic Policy research, 2017, p. 154.

19  Wto schedules of concessions and renegotiation of concessions, avalaible at: https://
ecampus.wto.org/admin/files/Course_417/Module_757/ModuleDocuments/NAMA-M4-R3-E.pdf.

20  there are different provisions dealing with the modification or withdrawal of tariff 
concessions and other concessions included in the schedules. Many of these provisions allow a 
Member to renegotiate in order to modify or withdraw tariff and non-tariff concessions on a 
permanent basis subject to stipulated requirements, including compensation. the main provi-
sion in this respect is article XXvIII of the gatt 1994, which allows a Member to enter into 
renegotiations in three different situations: 1) before the initiation of a three-year period; 2) 
in “special circumstances”, subject to the authorization of other Members; or, 3) if the Mem-
ber has reserved its right to do so before the initiation of the triennial period. other relevant 
provisions include article XXIv:6 of the gatt 1994, which provides for the renegotiation 
of tariff concessions in the context of the formation of a customs union, and article XvIII:7 of 
the gatt 1994 which provides for renegotiations of concessions by developing countries for 
purposes of promoting the establishment of a particular industry. In addition, article XXvII 
of the gatt 1994 allows a Member to withhold or withdraw a concession made during 
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modification of their commitments, unless they prove there is a legal reason 
to do so. additionally, if states decide to elevate their tariffs regards some 
Wto member states, but not regards all of them, they can incur in a viola-
tion of the most favored nation clause, under gatt article I.21

trump’s administration has implicitly admitted the existence of viola-
tions of Wto rules, as it has advanced one of the exceptions to the obli-
gation to respect tariffs consolidation rules. the united states authorities 
have actually invoked the “national security” clause under gatt article 
XXI b),22 which represents the broadest and more controversial gatt ex-
ception.

there has been a no-written consensus between member states to ad-
vocate the “national security” exception only in crisis and situations of 
extreme urgency that threaten the international peace and security. In 
practice, states have referred to article XXI b) only in war or pre-war cir-
cumstances. the united states used it against ex czechoslovakia in 1949 
during the cold War and against nicaragua in 1985 during the conflict with 
the “contras”. the european union alleged “national security” to impose 

multilateral rounds of trade negotiations if the government with which the concession was 
negotiated does not become or has ceased to be a Wto Member (WTO Schedules of Concessions 
and Renegotiation of Concessions, op. cit.).

21  By virtue of article I: “1. With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind im-
posed on or in connection with importation or exportation or imposed on the international 
transfer of payments for imports or exports, and with respect to the method of levying such 
duties and charges, and with respect to all rules and formalities in connection with importa-
tion and exportation, and with respect to all matters referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of 
article III,* any advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to 
any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately 
and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all 
other contracting parties”.

22  article XXI b) reads: “nothing in this agreement shall be construed to require any 
contracting party to furnish any information the disclosure of which it considers contrary to 
its essential security interests; or

to prevent any contracting party from taking any action which it considers necessary for the 
protection of its essential security interests relating to fissionable materials or the materials 
from which they are derived; lating to the traffic in arms, ammunition and implements of war 
and to such traffic in other goods and materials as is carried on directly or indirectly for the 
purpose of supplying a military establishment; taken in time of war or other emergency in 
international relations; or to prevent any contracting party from taking any action in pursu-
ance of its obligations under the united nations charter for the maintenance of international 
peace and security”.
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a boycott to argentine in 1982 in the middle of the Maldivian War,23 and, 
more recently, the gulf states claimed the “national security” argument re-
gards their boycott on Qatar.

thus, it will be very difficult to conceive an application of the “national 
security” exception in time of peace for the united states and the world. 
Besides, the fact that trump´s government unilaterally advance the alleged 
“national security” concern without any judicial control from the Wto 
dispute settlement Body, makes the situation even more complicated.  If 
we interpret article XXI of gatt in the light of article XX (general re-
strictions) we can argue that the “national security” exception should not 
be “applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or 
unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions 
prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade.” nevertheless, 
the restrictions under article XX do not apply to article XXI24 and trump 
knows it. It is too obvious for international analysts and for other states 
of the international community that the united states is not facing a true 
threat to its national security and is under no need to preserve its sover-
eign integrity. trump´s neo-protectionist Foreign Policy has imposed trade 
barriers for political and commercial reasons that have nothing to do with 
the “maintenance of international peace and security”, “in time of war or 
other emergency in international relations”. under the guise of “national 
security”, he is violating one of the most fundamental rules of International 
trade Law and one of the major guarantees of legal predictability in the 
(past) progress of trade liberalization.

the reaction of other countries against trump neo-protectionist’s vio-
lations of International trade Law was to introduce demands against the 
united states under the Wto dispute settlement mechanism. ten demands 
initiated in 2017 and eighteen in 201825 —a record for the Wto (and 

23   “acier et aluminium : pourquoi de nouveaux droits de douane au nom de la sécurité 
nationale”, op. cit. 

24  Woods, Michael, “GATT article XXI´s national security exception- the ultimate trade policy 
conundrum”, Woods LaFortune LPP, Mar 9, 2018, avalaible at: http://www.wl-tradelaw.com/gatt-
article-xxis-national-security-exception-the-ultimate-trade-policy-conundrum/.

25  since 2017: ds519, ds520, ds521, ds524, ds525, ds527, ds528, ds530, ds532, 
ds535. since 2018: ds537, ds538, ds540, ds542, ds543, ds544, ds545, ds546, ds547, 
ds548, ds549, ds550, ds551, ds552, ds553, ds554, ds555, ds556, ds557, ds558, 
ds559, ds560, ds561, ds562, ds563, ds564, ds565, ds566 (“current status of disputes” 
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for all the mechanisms of dispute settlement in International economic 
Law)— if we compare it to the three cases, pending before the dispute 
settlement Body in 2015. the united states presented many of these cases 
against foreign governments26 to denounce the imposition of trade barriers 
in response of trump´s new tariffs. However, the majority of the proceed-
ings are against the united states and its neo-protectionist government27 
and denounce serious violations of many articles of Wto´s treaties.28

thus, for example, on 15 august 2018, turkey initiated proceedings 
against the united states´ tariff measures on the imports of steel and alu-
minium, claiming their inconsistencies with articles 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 
5.1, 7, 8.1, 9.1, 11.1(a), 11.1(b), 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3 of the agreement on 
safeguards; articles I:1, II:1(a), II:1(b), X:3(a), XI:1, XIII:1, XIX:1(a) and 
XIX:2 of the gatt 1994; and article XvI:4 of the Wto agreement. at its 
meeting on 21 november 2018, the dsB established a panel and Bahrain, 
Brazil, canada, china, colombia, egypt, the european union, guatemala, 
Hong Kong, china, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, new Zealand, norway, Qatar, the russian Federation, saudi ara-
bia, singapore, switzerland, chinese taipei, thailand, ukraine, the united 
arab emirates and venezuela reserved their third-party rights. the case is 
pending, at present.29

World Trade Organization, avalaible at: https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_cur-
rent_status_e.htm).

26  the united states demanded Mexico, canada, china, the eu and turkey for the im-
position of trade barriers in retaliation of the measures adopted by trump´s government.

27  vietnam, china, switzerland, russia, south Korea, Mexico, canada and norway initi-
ated proceedings against trump´s administration trade measures, “current status of disputes” 
World Trade Organization, avalaible at: https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_cur-
rent_status_e.htm

28  Particularly, articles 2.1, 2. 2, 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 7, 8.1, 11.1(a), 11.1(b), 12.1, 12.2, 
12.3 and 12.5 of the agreement on safeguards; articles I:1, II:1(a), II:1(b), X:3(a), XI:1, 
XIX:1 and XIX:2 of the gatt 1994; article XvI:4 of the Wto agreement, “ds550: united 
states — certain Measures on steel and aluminium Products”, World Trade Organization, Set-
tled or terminated (withdrawn, mutually agreed solution) on 23 May 2019, available at: https://www.
wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/cases_e/ds550_e.htm.

29  “ds564: united states — certain Measures on steel and aluminium Products”, World 
Trade Organization, Panel composed on 25 January 2019, available at: https://www.wto.org/
english/tratop_e/dispu_e/cases_e/ds564_e.htm
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In the same sense, on 8 november 2018, switzerland requested the estab-
lishment of a panel to hear its demand against the united states concerning 
the protectionist measures imposed by the united states to allegedly adjust 
imports of steel and aluminium into the united states. switzerland claimed 
that these measures were adopted in violation of articles 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 4.1, 
4.2, 5.1, 7, 11.1(a), 12.1, 12.2, 12.3 and 12.5 of the agreement on safe-
guards; and articles I:1, II:1(a), II:1(b), X:3(a), XI:1, XIX:1(a) and XIX:2 
of the gatt 1994; and article XvI:4 of the Wto agreement. Bahrain, 
Brazil, canada, china, colombia, egypt, the european union, guatemala, 
Hong Kong, china, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, new Zealand, norway, Qatar, the russian Federation, saudi ara-
bia, singapore, south africa, chinese taipei, thailand, turkey, ukraine, the 
united arab emirates and venezuela reserved their third-party rights. the 
case is still pending, at present.30

India, china and the european union also initiated proceedings against 
the united states regarding trump´s tariff measures on steel and aluminium 
imports into the united states and the three cases are currently pending.31

trump´s violation of free trade rules, embedded in the core of Interna-
tional trade Law, alarmed many international organizations and their liber-
alization agenda. While some authors talk already about Beijing Woods, the 
two Bretton Woods institutions and the Wto issued an interesting report 
in 2017, in reaction of the wage of protectionism in trump´s (and other´s 
governments) Foreign Policies.32 With no surprise, they advocated in fa-
vor of free trade and against protectionism, trying, of course, to justify 
their own existence and future survival. In the report, the IMF, the WB and 
the Wto explained to the public opinion that free trade is beneficial for 
domestic economies and incomes from free trade represent a gross part 
of countries general domestic Product. nevertheless, they admitted that 
“trade has… negatively impacted groups of workers and some communi-
ties” and insisted on the need for the states to adopt “domestic policies to 
address trade-related adjustments” such as search assistance, training pro-

30  “dispute settle,emt: the disputes chronological list of dsputes cases”, World Trade Orga-
nization, available at: https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_status_e.htm.

31  Idem.
32  “Making Trade an Engine of Growth for All. The Case for Trade and for Policies to Facilitate Adjust-

ment”, International Monetary Fund, april 10, 2017, avalaible at: https://www.imf.org/en/Publica-
tions/Policy-Papers/Issues/2017/04/08/making-trade-an-engine-of-growth-for-all.
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grams, and, in some situations, wage insurance.33 In the opinion of the pro-
free trade international organizations, those measures should be sufficient 
to avoid “trade shocks” and to “lift up” again the “forgotten men and women” 
of the world economy. In sum, in their opinion, the real enemy of work-
ers all around the world is not free trade, per se, but state´s governments 
and their bad domestic policies in addressing trade related adjustments. 
If we put this in the united states context, the true enemy of the “rust 
Belt” workers would not be free trade, International trade Law, Mexico or 
china, but donald J. trump. 

trump’s response to “trade shocks”, caused by global economic liberali-
zation, should not be a neo-protectionist targeting on International trade 
Law´s norms and institutions. Market access and trade barriers elimina-
tion foster trade flows, and make grow the general size of the domestic 
economic “cake”, if we see it like this. the problem is free trade and Inter-
national trade Law have nothing to do with the “proportional cake-cutting 
in pieces”. the allocation of resources by free trade doesn´t lead alone to 
redistribution and social justice. they depend entirely on states domestic 
policy choices and domestic legal regulations. trump should consider revis-
ing more his Internal and less his Foreign Policy, if he wants to fight against 
the perverse effects of free trade on american economy and defend the 
interests and rights of the “forgotten ones”. 

the united states has given to the world many nobel laureates in do-
mestic and international economics. they have warned for many years their 
respective governments that free trade with developing countries is not 
the principal cause of job loss and worst life conditions of the american 
non- qualified workers, such as trump voters. In his brilliant manual on 
“International Economics”, Professor Paul Krugman (nobel Memorial Prize 
in economic sciences, sole recipient for 2008) argues that there are no con-
vincing evidences that free trade is, per se, responsible for job or live hood 
losses of american workers. the “villain” of the movie is not free trade, but 
technology, as it has devaluated non- qualified work.34 In the same sense, 
Wto’s director, ricardo azevedo recently argued, “the driving force be-
hind job losses is innovation and higher productivity enabled by technology. 

33  Ibidem, p. 4.
34  Krugman, Paul et al., International Economics. Theory and Practice, Pearson, 2018
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80% of jobs lost are because of these forces – not because of trade”.35 as 
the pro-free trade international institutions have mentioned, in this regard, 
policies like unemployment insurance, savings, and a strong education sys-
tem can help workers to respond to “free trade shocks”.

However, the free trade vs. protectionism dilemma in International 
economics and International trade Law has not the same significance in 
trump´s Foreign Policy. trump´s Foreign Policy doesn´t apply “first prin-
ciples” or rules of (International) Law or economy, it´s rather a product of 
politics, populism and ideology. In political science, “populism is the idea 
that society is separated into two groups at odds with one another - “the 
pure people” and “the corrupt elite”.36 Populist politicians like trump would 
favor the defense of the “pure people’s” interests in their decision-making 
process, even if the defense turns to be legally or economically wrong.

III. multilateralism in international trade law vs. bilateralism 
in trumP’s foreign Policy

Multilateral cooperation has been the basis of the negotiation of legal rules 
and principles of International trade Law and their embedment in interna-
tional commercial treaties, since the end of the second World War. never-
theless, in trump´s Foreign Policy´s view, those legal norms are plagued by 
“bad deals”, that serve no more united states´ national interests and pose 
an obstacle to “Make America Great Again”.

one of trump’s principal campaign promises was the re-negotiation 
and/or withdraw of the united states from many international multilateral 
trade agreements. after winning the elections, trump has been particu-
larly consistent and has kept this promise. Few times after his arrival at the 
White House, President trump announced united states´ withdraw from 
the transpacific Partnership (tPP) and initiated the re-negotiation of the 
north american Free trade agreement (naFta) with Mexico and cana-

35  dg roberto azevêdo, “dg azevêdo: we must turn the crisis of multilateralism into an 
opportunity to strengthen it”, op. cit.

36  Molloy, david, “What is populism, and what does the term actually mean?”, BBC News,6 
March 2018, avalaible at: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-43301423.
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da. at the same time, trump blocked the negotiations of the transatlantic 
Partnership (taP) with the eu and the trade in services agreement (tisa) 
with 24 other Wto members. Finally, trump´s administration initiated a 
real “crusade” against another multilateral agreement, administered by the 
Wto: the dispute settlement Memorandum of understanding.

the tPP was originally a free trade agreement of a “new generation”, 
negotiated between 12 states from the Pacific region, geographically situ-
ated in three different continents (asia, america and oceania). His ambi-
tious aim was to create the bigger free trade zone of the world, represented 
by 40% of the global gdP and a global market of more than 800 mil-
lion of people. the project of the treaty comprehended 30 chapters, with 
more than 2000 pages and constituted a priority for ex-President´s Barack 
obama Foreign Policy in the asia-Pacific region. It represented not only 
free access for many american companies to the evolving domestic markets 
of the countries from this region, but if had as well a clear geo-strategic val-
ue of “containment” of the influence of china. the obama administration 
saw it as a legal tool to promote multilateral cooperation with the states of 
the region, in order to preserve american “guidance” and influence on their 
respective international agendas. It was as well an opportunity to preserve 
the “occidental” way of “trade liberalization by virtue of International Law” 
against the novelty of china´s initiative “one belt, one road”.37

Less concerned about the geo-political implications of the agreement, 
President trump estimated that tPP was “a horrible treaty”, made to con-
vince china to be part of it. In trump´s vision, the geopolitical dimension 
of trade agreements doesn´t matter if they cause a harm to american work-
ers. In his trade Policy project for 2017, trump clearly rejected “the no-
tion that the united states should, for putative geopolitical advantage, turn 
a blind eye to unfair trade practices that disadvantage american workers, 
farmers, ranchers, and businesses in global markets”.38 after the signature 
of tPP withdraw decree, trump expressed that “We want to start making 
our products again. We do not want to bring them in; we want to make 
them here. that doesn’t mean we don’t trade because we do trade, but we 
want to make our products here”. He added, “It’s one of the reasons I’m 

37  chaisse, Julien and Mitsuo Matshushita, “china´s Belt and road Initiative: Maping the 
World trade and specific Implications”, Journal of World Trade, vol. 52, 2018, pp. 163-185.

38  ustr (2017), 2017 Trade Policy Agenda and 2016 Annual Report… cit. p. 1.
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sitting here instead of somebody else sitting here”.39 In other speeches, he 
qualified tPP as “a rape to our country”, even if, after the entry into force of 
tPP-1140 he seemed to have changed his mind and would be reconsidering 
to join the new agreement.41

trump´s Foreign Policy´s objectives also materialized in the re-nego-
tiation of another international multilateral trade agreement- naFta. In 
1992, Mexico, canada and the united states concluded naFta, seeking 
the diminution of trade (but not political) boundaries and the complemen-
tarity of the three economies in the north american region.42 the objec-
tives of the agreement were to “eliminate barriers to trade… promote con-
ditions of fair competition… increase investment opportunities, provide 
adequate and effective protection and enforcement of intellectual property 
rights and create effective procedures… for the resolution of disputes”.43 

39  smith, david, “trump withdraws from trans-Pacific Partnership amid flurry of orders”, 
The Guardin, 23 Jan 2017, avalaible at: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jan/23/
donald-trump-first-orders-trans-pacific-partnership-tpp.

40  In fact, trump’s withdraw from tPP didn´t cause the death of the agreement and it 
was actually concluded by 11 states of the Pacific region, in Peru in the beginning of 2018.

41  swanson, ana, “Trump Proposes Rejoining Trans-Pacific Partnership”, The New York Times, April 
12, 2018, avalaible at: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/us/politics/trump-trans-pacific-
partnership.html.

42  united states is high-tec, consumption-oriented economy where services are the major 
sector of the economic activity. It is, thus, a very energetic- dependent economy and Mexican 
and canadian economies have an energetic surplus. additionally, regards Mexico- united 
states interdependency, it is worth noting that the united states is a capital abundant and cap-
ital driven economy and Mexico is a labor abundant and labor driven economy. towards the 
previsions of the comparative advantage’s theory, it makes it easier for them to arrange their 
trade relations in a more efficient way. Folsom, ralph, NAFTA in a Nutshell, West, 2012, p. 15.

43  By virtue of the agreement´s Preamble: “the government of canada, the government 
of the united Mexican states and the government of the united states of america, resolved 
to: strengthen the special bonds of friendship and cooperation among their nations; 
contribute to the harmonious development and expansion of world trade and provide 
a catalyst to broader international cooperation; create an expanded and secure market 
for the goods and services produced in their territories; reduce distortions to trade; 
establish clear and mutually advantageous rules governing their trade; ensure a predictable 
commercial framework for business planning and investment; build on their respective rights 
and obligations under the general agreement on tariffs and trade and other multilateral and 
bilateral instruments of cooperation; enhance the competitiveness of their firms in global 
markets; foster creativity and innovation, and promote trade in goods and services that 
are the subject of intellectual property rights; create new employment opportunities and 
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Little time after its entry into force, the treaty achieved its main objective- 
the elimination of trade barriers- and launched an “all duty Free” zone in the 
integrated territories of its member states. other non- tariff barriers to trade 
persisted and the competition of the low prices of the imports from other 
(developing) countries to the north american region raised some serious 
questions about the benefits of naFta for its developed member states, 
especially for the united states. 

since its early presidential campaign, donald trump promised to his vot-
ers to re-negotiate naFta. after the elections, on May 18, 2017, “Presi-
dent trump became the first american president to begin renegotiating a 
comprehensive free trade agreement like naFta”.44 His decision to do this 
claimed the necessity to arrange the problems and “bleeding” that the agree-
ment caused to many american workers, especially for american farmers 
and ranchers who, supposedly, had suffered its negative effects for decades. 
In trump´s administration point of view, “since the deal came into force in 
1994, trade deficits have exploded, thousands of factories have closed, and 
millions of americans have found themselves stranded, no longer able to 
utilize the skills for which they had been trained…”.45 the re-negotiation 
objectives of the american government were to preserve the elimination 
of trade barriers to united states products,46 to reduce trade deficits with 

improve working conditions and living standards in their respective territories; undertake 
each of the preceding in a manner consistent with environmental protection and conservation; 
Preserve their flexibility to safeguard the public welfare; Promote sustainable development; 
strengthen the development and enforcement of environmental laws and regulations; and 
Protect, enhance and enforce basic workers’ rights.”

44  Office of the United States Trade Representative, Executive Office of the President, Summary of 
Objectives for the NAFTA Renegotiation, July 17, 2017, avalaible at: https://ustr.gov/sites/default/
files/files/Press/Releases/NAFTAObjectives.pdf.

45  Idem.
46  as mentioned above, one of the most important obstacles to the effectiveness of 

naFta´s commitments came from non- tariff restrictions to trade, especially from the ap-
plication of sanitary and phytosanitary measures. In this sense, the re-negotiation objectives 
of trump administration intended to “provide for enforceable sPs obligations, including with 
respect to science-based measures, good regulatory practice, import checks, equivalence, re-
gionalization, and certification and risk analysis…”. office of the united states trade repre-
sentative, executive office of the President, Summary of Objectives for the NAFTA Re-negotiation. 
another problematic aspect of naFta application was its “rules of origin” disposals. only 
goods fabricated in the north american region were able to benefit from the elimination of 
tariffs, but the determination of the goods origin turns particularly difficult when it comes 
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Mexico and canada and to obtain a more reciprocal and secure access to 
their domestic markets. 

the re-negotiation of naFta took more than one year. In 2017, the 
three countries celebrated five rounds of negotiations and in 2018- two. 
the issues, which caused more controversies and blockages during the 
process, were some of the proposals of the trump government, especially 
his intention to obtain from Mexico and canada an increase in the regional 
automotive content of naFta cars to 80% (75%, later in the negotiations) 
with 50% of american content. additionally, what caused a deterioration 
in the negotiation clime was trump´s initiative to eliminate the dispute set-
tlement mechanism of naFta chapter 19.47 Finally, in trump´s initial ne-
gotiation schedule figured the so-called “sunset clause” which provided for 
a re-negotiation and a possible expiration of the agreement´s content every 
five years. Beside these difficulties, the parties’ mutual concessions during 
the last stage of the negotiations, which took place during the presiden-
tial elections period in Mexico, gave results. shortly after the election of 
andrés Manuel Lopez obrador on the top of Mexico´s new government, 
Jesús seade- its chief negotiator- announced that Mexico and the united 
states reached an agreement on the re-negotiation of naFta.

trump´s Foreign Policy in international trade has not been limited on 
withdraw and/or renegotiation of international multilateral trade agree-
ments. trump´s vision of international trade has clashed as well with Wto 
and the international multilateral trade system as a whole. In many pub-
lic speeches, President trump and robert Lighthizer- the united states´ 

to manufactured products, which parties may come from many different countries. the de-
localization of global channels of production has replaced the label “Made in a country” with 
the label “Made in the world”. consequently, the united states big concern about naFta 
was always china and other countries “taking advantage” of its rules of origin regulations and 
importing good components in the region, that will then be sold as a final product with the 
beneficial trade treatment reserved for naFta member states. one the principal objectives 
of naFta re-negotiation was to “update and strengthen the rules of origin, as necessary, to 
ensure that the benefits of naFta go to products genuinely made in the united states and 
north america” (office of the united states trade representative, executive office of the 
President, Summary of Objectives for the NAFTA Re-negotiation).

47  this mechanism offers to a subject of anti-dumping proceedings in the territory of one 
of the contracting states to bring a claim against these proceedings before an international 
arbitral tribunal, who will exam and control their conformity with naFta rules on anti-
dumping.
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trade representative- have expressed their “discontent” and “disappoint-
ment” with Wto. after the last Wto ministerial meeting in Buenos aires, 
in 2017, Lighthizer mentioned that the united states is “concerned” be-
cause the Wto is losing its primary objectives and is becoming an organi-
zation, centered on disputes. In the same sense, during his official visit in 
vietnam, trump noticed that the united states, “is not treated correctly” in 
the Wto. according to these statements, trump’s Foreign Policy adopted 
measures that threaten to “kill the Wto from the inside”.

as mentioned above, the “trade war” provoked by the united states´ 
decision to increase tariffs on imports from the rest of the world is a severe 
violation of many articles of the multilateral trade agreements, adminis-
tered by the Wto. In response to trump´s neo-protectionism, many other 
countries have introduced demands against the united states before the 
Wto dispute settlement Body (dsB). at present, these claims have abso-
lutely no chance to proceed because the dsB is a true “hostage” of trump´s 
Foreign Policy decisions.

trump is criticizing, in first place, the “judicial overreach” of the dsB 
and of its appellate Body (aB). the aB would have exceeded its judicial 
function by a too extensive interpretation and application of the rules and 
principles of Wto law. the aB´s function should be limited to settle the 
disputes submitted by the Wto members and to review the decisions of 
the ad hoc panels. nevertheless, in its findings and recommendations, the 
aB “cannot add to or diminish the rights and obligations provided in the cove 
red agreements”.48 the logic of the united states is quite simple: the aB 
should control the panels but no one can control the aB,49 because “the aB is 
creating its own rules”.50 Many other developing and developed countries 

48  article 19.2 of the Wto dispute settlement understanding.
49  In fact, the decisions of the oa are definitive and there is no other judicial resort for 

their review. the reports of the oa can only be re-examed if the dsB reaches a consensus on 
this point. until now, the members of the dsB have reached no consensus on this point and 
the oa is actually operating as a “last resort” jurisdiction.

50  a dsB, Minutes of the Meeting, april 3, 2002, Wt/dsB/ M121, para. 35. this critic 
is due to a new trend in oa´s legal reasoning.  ad hoc panels usually respect oa´s final find-
ings and there are abundant citations of its previous decisions in panel´s case law. this shows 
the development of a stare decisis doctrine in Wto law and a progressive “jurisdictionalisation” 
of its dispute settlement mechanism (Payosova, tatiana, gary Hufbauer and Jeffrey schott, 
the dispute settlement crisis of the Wto: crisis and cures, Peterson Institute of International 
Economics, Policy Brief, 2018, p. 3).
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share this opinion and they presume that the aB´s “judicial overreach” is 
a clear violation of articles 3.2 and 19.2 of the dispute settlement un-
derstanding.51 the united states also address more specific and technical 
critics on some relevant procedural aspects of the Wto dispute settlement 
mechanism. In particular, the united states´ representatives have stressed 
that some aB members have decided appellation cases even after their 4 
years mandate had expired, without receiving an express authorization to 
do so by the dsB. trump´s administration have argued as well that the Ko-
rean arbiter, Hyun chong Kim, renounced in July, 2017 with no respect 
of the 90 days period of pre-advise, established in the procedural rules of 
the dsB and the fact that the dsB adopted his report in EU –Fatty Alcohol 
(DS442) case even if Hyun chong Kim have not been replaced. Finally, the 
united states have contested the existence of a no written rule in favor of 
the re-election of the arbiters for an additional 4 years period.52

these critics are not, per se, the cause of the present crisis of the Wto 
dispute settlement mechanism. the direct origin of the complete blockage 
of the dsB is the way the trump administration has put them in action. In 
fact, given the impossibility to control the aB´s presumed “judicial over-
reach” by legal means, since 2017, trump decided to block the process of 
nomination of its members. In december 2016, the aB still had seven arbi-
ters. then, in June 2017, the Mexican arbiter —ricardo ramírez-Hernán-
dez— ended his four years mandate and was not re-elected nor replaced, 
because of the united states veto in the dsB voting procedures. this re-
duced aB´s members to six. In august 2017, the Korean Hyun chong Kim 
renounced and was not replaced and the same happened with the end of the 
mandate of Peter van den Bossche, in december 2017. that brought down 
the aB´s membership to four. In september 2018, ended the period of 

51  article 3.2 states: “the dispute settlement system of the Wto is a central element in 
providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system. the Members rec-
ognize that it serves to preserve the rights and obligations of Members under the covered 
agreements, and to clarify the existing provisions of those agreements in accordance with 
customary rules of interpretation of public international law. recommendations and rulings 
of the dsB cannot add to or diminish the rights and obligations provided in the covered agree-
ments”. By virtue of article 19.2 of the dsB, “In accordance with paragraph 2 of article 3, in 
their findings and recommendations, the panel and appellate Body cannot add to or diminish 
the rights and obligations provided in the covered agreements”. Idem.

52  Idem.
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shree Baboo chekitan servansing and trump´s persistent blockage reduced 
the aB members to three, which is the minimum required for its function-
ing by article 17 of the dispute settlement understanding. the critical, 
and probably, fatidic date for the future of the aB will be december 2019, 
which will mark the exit of two more aB members.

If trump´s position doesn´t change until then, his Foreign Policy would 
have been the “assassin” of one the world´s more efficient mechanisms for 
settlement of interstate disputes. the result will be a return to the past of 
gatt where a party was able to block the adoption of a panel report if 
it was not favorable to its national trade interests. It seems that this is the 
true political intention of trump’s Foreign Policy- a whiter commitments 
to the Wto multilateral trade system, a lesser international judicial control 
of their fulfillment and a trade dispute resolution “à la carte” of the united 
states´ trade interests and international agenda. as a confirmation of these 
estimations, one of the key objectives of trump´s International trade Policy 
cynically recalls that the united states congress has made clear that “amer-
icans are not directly subject to Wto decisions” and that Wto adverse re-
ports and findings are not binding or self-executing for the united states.53

trump´s attacks on the Wto dispute settlement mechanism deepen the 
crisis that faces nowadays this international organization. In fact, the Wto 
has been unable to fulfill its most fundamental statutory objectives. Because 
of the consensual nature of its institutional design, the geographical exten-
sion of its membership and the substantial changes in the economic power 
balance between its developing and developed member states, at present, 
all the decision-making procedures at Wto are blocked. the consensus as 
mechanism of decision-making in a “member-driven” organization has been 
able to preserve state sovereignty, but, at the same time, it has affected the 
organization’s ability to administer efficiently the international trade agree-

53  In trump’s Policy objectives we can read that: “it is important to recall also that con-
gress had made clear that americans are not directly subject to Wto decisions. the uruguay 
round agreements act states that, if a Wto dispute settlement report “is adverse to the 
united states, [the u.s. trade representative shall] consult with the appropriate congres-
sional committees concerning whether to implement the report’s recommendation and, if 
so, the manner of such implementation and the period of time needed for such implementa-
tion,” confirming that these Wto reports are not binding or self-executing” (ustr, 2017 
trade Policy agenda and 2016 annual report, Washington, office of the united states trade 
representative).
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ments. the failure of doha round to reach comprehensive trade deals has 
shown, additionally, that Wto is no more the major negotiation forum of 
International trade Law. the discrepancies between developed and devel-
oping states on number of issues, such as agriculture and subsidies, trade in 
services, competition, environment and intellectual property have shifted 
the “single undertaking” rule, as a technique for multilateral trade negotia-
tion and have put Wto´s trade multilateralism in an impasse. Wto law 
and Wto itself need urgent reforms if the organization wants to survive 
to trump´s crusade against it and be an active institutional player in In-
ternational trade Law. However, state practice and trump’s Foreign Policy 
make Wto´s future uncertain and brings the path of the legal regulation of 
international trade far away from multilateralism and back to regional (sub-
regional, inter-regional and intra-regional) deals and agreements.

trump’s Foreign Policy towards Wto and multilateralism in Interna-
tional trade Law is consistent with trump´s vision of commercial (national 
or international) deals. It´s clear that the united states government has a 
real problem with multilateralism and trade cooperation among states. In 
the economic and trade policies´ field trump is, in fact, an avowed adept of 
bilateralism, mercantilism and nationalism. as stated in his official trade 
Policy key objectives for 2017: “as a general matter, we believe that these 
goals can be best accomplished by focusing on bilateral negotiations rather 
than multilateral negotiations —and by renegotiating and revising trade 
agreements when our goals are not being met”.54

trump´s bilateralism in international trade policy inspires itself from 
the mercantilist theory of international trade, developed in europe, in the 
16th century. Mercantilist authors assume a strong governmental inter-
vention in foreign trade volume and nature and use taxes on trade as a tool 
to manipulate the trade balance in favor of their own domestic economy. 
In mercantilists view, a country should try to maximize exports, minimize 
imports55 and accumulate precious metals that would permit it to reach 
a positive trade balance with constant trade surpluses in its international 
relations. Mercantilism´s two primary objectives are: accumulate gold to 
reinforce the monarch´s power and promote trade and industrial develop-

54  Ibidem, p. 1.
55  trump’s trade policy is stuck in the ’80s — the 1680s, avalaible at: https://www.wash-

ingtonpost.com/opinions/trumps-trade-policy-is-stuck-in-the-80s-the-1680s/2018.
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ment in the domestic economy. a mercantilist trade policy is about increas-
ing exports of manufactures and imports of primary inputs,56 prohibition 
of imports of manufactured goods and exports of primary inputs, and con-
cession of monopolies to private investors. In the mercantilist world, the 
military power determinate the economic wealth of nations. War is also an 
instrument of foreign trade for mercantilists, as it serves the preservation 
of trade monopolies and economic dominance. their ultimate objective, so 
far, is to win wars as a key to assure economic and trade success.57 

the idea of maintaining trade surpluses on every cost explains why a 
mercantilist, as trump, will have no consideration for multilateral trade 
techniques and negotiations and would prefer trade bilateralism. trump´s 
mercantilist world of international trade is a world where “no one trusts an-
yone”. It is a zero-sum view of the world. nothing is a “win-win” game, eve-
rything is perceived as “I win- you lose”, and everyone is suspicious of every- 
one else,58 as the need to maintain trade surplus pushes trade partners to 
“take advantage” from one another. Bilateralism is the best way to negotiate 
in a world where mutual (and comparative) advantages don´t exist and 
where “everyone cheats on everyone”. In this sense, trump´s bilateralism 
and mercantilism in international trade sees every other country as “en-
emy” and “loser”, and the united states as the potential winner- the one 
who gets trade surplus in bilateral relations. even the supposed friends of 
the united states, or its “closest allies”, are blamed to cheat in international 
trade and have to be treated suspiciously. In some of his speeches, trump 
mentioned in this sense: “Frankly, our friends did more damage to us than 
our enemies” and, “Because we didn’t deal with our enemies, we dealt 
with our friends, and we dealt incompetently”.59 His intention to reach 
“better deals” for the united states is almost a vision of “barter deals” with 
increased reciprocity of the commitments. 

Bilateral deals are closest to trump´s mercantilist “zero-sum” vision of 
trade, as they permit to one of the parties in the negotiations to impose 

56  In this sense, many authors have mentioned that even if trump is inspired by mercantil-
ism, he would be missing one of mercantilists main arguments, when applying higher tariffs 
on aluminum and steel imports. 

57  comín comín, Francisco, Historia económica mundial. De los orígenes a la actualidad, alian-
za, 2013

58  trump’s trade policy is stuck in the ’80s — the 1680s, op. cit.
59  Idem.
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its economic and commercial interests to the other. trump exports his 
businessman´s domestic negotiation tactics of “bluff ”, “bluster” and “bully-
ing” to the international level and uses them aggressively toward the united 
states´ trading partners. His bilateralism seeks to take advantage of the 
major size of the united states´ economy and trade power to “convince” 
other smaller and less powerful countries to adhere to international trade 
deals. For a small country (or even for a big country, like Mexico) economic 
dependency on exports to the united states market can be a very strong 
reason to adhere to trump´s proposals during bilateral negotiations. In bi-
lateralism, the bigger and stronger the trade partner is, the more chances 
he must win better legal and political conditions for himself. ultimately, 
trade power through bilateralism can easily impose its own interests to the 
smaller and the weaker.

Bilateral approach to international trade represents a past period in the 
history of International trade Law and it is precisely in response to its nega-
tive effects that state members of the international community, with the 
united states leadership, decided to build the international liberal trade 
order after the second World War.

In fact, all the 19th century legal regulation of international trade was bi-
lateral60 with relative success. However, what moved International trade Law 
from bilateralism to multilateralism after the second World War was not the 
19th century experience, but rather the use of bilateralism in the interwar 
period. In fact, during the decade of 1930, many countries, including the 
united states developed preferential bilateralism. In this period, discrimina-
tory trade blocs and protectionist bilateral trade agreements contributed to 
one of the most severe global trade contractions in the world economic his-
tory. the bourse crack of “the black thursday” and the devastation “debts” of 
the First World War (hyperinflation, huge foreign debts, and high cost of the 
reconstruction, political and social instability) precipitated the “great de-
pression” in the united states and its sparrow all over the world. the gdP 
in the united stated descended by 10% between 1929 and 1933 and the 
unemployment rates reached 36%. In response, the united states govern-

60  trade growth in 19th century was the result of a web of bilateral commercial agree-
ments between european states. For example, the anglo-French accord of 1783 involved 
the elimination of prohibitions and a modest reduction of duties on bilateral trade. Irwin, 
douglas, Multilateral and bilateral trade policies in the world trading system: an historical 
perspective
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ment adopted the famous smoot-Hawley tariff act in 1930, which increased 
the duties and tariffs on imports to the united states of more than 20, 000 
products. Many countries, like canada, spain, Italy and switzerland adopted 
direct retaliations, imposing tariff, and non- tariff trade barriers to united 
states exports. other states, particularly, the united Kingdom, retailed in-
directly and reduced trade barriers with other partners on a discriminatory 
basis.61 these protectionists and preferential trade policies conducted to the 
creation of “economic areas”, like the “sterling trade zone”, the “dollar bloc”, 
the “gold bloc” and the “nazi bloc”. these blocs’ main objectives were to 
“empoorish the neighbor” and their direct result was a disintegration of in-
ternational finance and trade.62 the bilateral trade deals were de facto barter 
deals, based on quantitative protectionism that reinforced state control over 
immigration and state dirigisme over the economy. the failure of this politics 
originated roosevelt´s “new deal” decision to insert a most favored nation 
clause in the united states´ international trade agreements.

the disaster of bilateralism in international trade policies, like the one 
chosen by trump’s administration, strengthened the resolve of interna-
tional lawmakers after the second World War to construct a rule based 
multilateral trading system that would prevent any return to depredatory 
bilateralism in international commercial relations. It was in everyone´s 
mind in this period that Hitler was himself a true bilateralist. In fact, the 
nazi germany oriented its Foreign trade Policy toward a rigid system of 
bilateral trade and clearing agreements. this system turned successful for 
german domestic economic growth because of the exploitation of Hitler´s 
trading partners. germany was the largest trading partner of many smaller 
european states and issued on this basis a theory on monopolistic power in 
international trade. the ultimate objective was to build an informal ger-
man economic empire.63

In this regard, by attacking multilateralism in International trade Law, 
trump´s Bilateralist Foreign trade Policy is testing some of the hardest 
lessons of the united states´ and world´s legal and economic history. the 

61  Bown, chad et al., op. cit.
62  comín comín, Francisco, op. cit.
63  ritschl, a., “nazi economic imperialism and the explotation of the small: evidence 

from germany´s secret foreign exchange balances”, 1938-1940, Economic History Review, 
2001, vol. LIv, p. 324.
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buildings of multilateralism in International trade Law and in international 
relations, in general, aim, above all, to preserve cooperation between states 
and maintain “peace through law”. the bilateral and mercantilist Foreign 
Policy of President trump is possibly bringing the united states and the 
world in the interwar context of “trade wars”, which preceded the military 
second World War. It is a context divided in economic and geo-political 
blocs, controlled by trade powers with imperialistic ambitions to extend 
their spheres of influence, in a clear hostility ones vis-à-vis the others.64 
the devise “America First” of trump´s Internal and Foreign Policy is provok-
ing, more than ever, an “Anti-America” sentiment in its trading and political 
partners.

IV. conclusion

trump´s Foreign Policy threat on International trade Law’s fundamental 
norms and institutions is creating a risk for the international liberal order, 
as a whole. the size of the risk should not be overestimated and could end 
with the new Presidential campaigns in the united states, if trump was to 
lose his re-election. nevertheless, the risk seems more serious as trump´s 
neo-protectionism and bilateralism are signs of more systemic problems of 
the international liberal order, that might be independent from trump´s 
political life and future. 

Both neo-protectionism and bilateralism manifest a broader crisis in 
international multilateral cooperation. symptoms can be identified every-
where. the european union´s model of the world´s most successful re-
gional integration has faced the danger of des-integration after the decision 
of the united Kingdom to leave it. some african states announced they are 
planning to withdraw from the rome statute —the ambitious multilateral 
treaty that created the International criminal court— because of its “racist” 
and “neo-colonial” judicial processes. Burundi and gambia actually retired 
from the court. Bolivia, ecuador and venezuela denounced the Washington 
convention on settlement of Investment disputes- another comprehensive 

64  Ikenberry, John, “the Plot against american Foreign Policy, can the liberal order sur-
vive?”, Foreign Affairs, June 2017, p. 5.
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multilateral treaty, arguing it had established a “colonial” system of “slav-
ery” of states towards multinational companies.65 south africa, Indonesia66 
and India67 are re-negotiating their bilateral investment treaties. uzbekistan 
decided to exit (again) the collective security treaty organization Perma-
nent member states of the un security council are blocking, more than 
usually, its decision- making process by their veto power. 

the crisis causes are multiple and complex. the new geo-political power 
balance in foreign affairs and the decline of the united states hegemony have 
shaped new alliances and unilateral entrenchments. these new divisions are 
the result of the failure of international multilateral institutions to achieve 
their respective goals and missions. the un has been unable to “maintain 
international peace and security” and to prevent the return of war in the 
relations between states. the Wto has failed to complete a single round 
of trade negotiations and isn´t able to administer the trade agreements, 
reached during the Marrakech round. the World Bank had not eradicated 
global poverty and the International Monetary Fund has not prevented the 
financial crisis and their consequences on domestic and world´s economies.

additionally, there is a perception that international multilateral insti-
tutions have been too binding on states´ Foreign Policy and international 
agenda. trump´s arguments on Wto dsB´s “judicial overreach” summarize 
a more systematic critic of the constraining nature of “hard” International 
(trade) Law as an instrument to control power at the international level. 
International (trade) norms and institutions would have “tied too much the 
hands” of states. sovereignty delegations by countries to multilateral in-
ternational (trade) institutions was to serve the interests of all members, 
towards reciprocity, where “no one lose and no one wins, all the time”. 
However, nowadays, many people would agree with trump that multilater-

65  correa, rafael, “correa suscribe decreto que da por terminado convenio con el cIa-
dI”, El Tiempo, 03 de julio de 2009, avalaible at: http://www.eltiempo.com.ec/noticias/econo-
mia/1/211881/correa-suscribe-decreto-que-da-por-terminado-convenio-con-el-ciadi.

66  “after south africa, Indonesia takes a brave decision to terminate its Bilateral Invest-
ment treaty with the netherlands”, SOMO, March 24, 2014, avalaible at: https://www.somo.
nl/after-south-africa-indonesia-takes-a-brave-decision-to-terminate-its-bilateral-investment-treaty-
with-the-netherlands/.

67  smith Freehills LLP, Herbert, “India seeks to re-negotiate Bilateral Investment treaties 
with over 47 countries”, LEXOLOGY, India, July 7, 2016, avalaible at: https://www.lexology.
com/library/detail.aspx?g=e9408e6c-fa1b-47cf-9206-8517de5ac5fc.
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alism in International (trade) Law has created only “winners” and “losers”, 
even if it´s time for a re-adjustment period of “taking sovereignty back”.

the problem with taking back sovereignty and attacking multilateralism 
in International Law, generally, and in International trade Law, particularly, 
is that the attacks will re-introduce national power in commercial relations 
between states. In addition, national power´s visions of international trade 
are, by definition, imperialistic and discretionary. they turn to be particu-
larly conflicting with the International rule of Law and international peace. 
In sum, they have the potential to create not only “trade wars”, but also war, 
per se.

at present, we are assisting “the greatest presidential onslaught on in-
ternational law and international institutions in american history”.68 In 
this sense, trump’s Foreign Policy effects on International trade Law and 
other branches of International Law will ultimately depend on the stability 
and resistance of multilateralism and cooperation mechanisms of the inter-
national legal and political system. Will trump´s Foreign Policy mortally 
wind the norms and institutions of International trade Law or will they 
survive and be reformed and modernized?  Will the present “trade war” put 
in true danger the international peace and security? Perhaps yes, but only 
future can tell.
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